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Abstract
M. Morales introduced a family of binomial ideals that are binomial extensions of square free monomial ideals.
Let I ⊂ k[x] be a square free monomial ideal and J ⊂ k[z] a sum of scroll ideals with some extra conditions, we
define the binomial extension of I as B = I + J ⊂ k[z]. We set p2(B) the minimal i ∈ N such that there exists
j > 2 such that βi,i+j(B) 6= 0. In the case where J = 0, Fro¨berg characterized combinatorally the case p2(I) =∞;
later Eisenbud et al. solved the case p2(I) <∞. We obtain a similar result as Fro¨berg for the binomial extensions
and we find lower and upper bounds of p2(B) for some families of binomial extensions in combinatorial terms as
Eisenbud et al. With some additional hypothesis we can compute p2(B).
1 Preliminaries
Nd,p-property
Let V be a set of variables and k[x] = k[V ] the polynomial ring on the set of variables V over a field
k, multigraded by a commutative cancellative semigroup Σ with unity and without inversible elements
excepts the unity. We simply say k[x] is Σ-(positively) multigraded. Let I ⊂ k[x] a Σ-multigraded ideal
of k[x]. A Σ-multigraded minimal free resolution of I is given by:
0→
nρ⊕
j = 1
aj,ρ ∈ Σ
k[x](−aj,ρ)βρ,aj,ρ → · · · →
n0⊕
j = 1
aj,0 ∈ Σ
k[x](−aj,0)β0,aj,0 → I → 0,
where βi,aj ∈ N∗ and aj ∈ Σ. The ranks βi,aj (I) = βi,aj are called Σ-multigraded (or simply Σ-graded)
Betti numbers. In case where Σ = N and k[x] have the N-standard graduation the N-graded Betti
numbers of I will just be called the Betti-numbers of I.
1.1 Theorem. (Upper-semicontinuity) Let Σ be a semigroup and I ⊂ k[x] be a Σ multigraded ideal,
then for all monomial order  on k[x] the Betti numbers of I satisfy the following inequality:
βi,a(I) ≤ βi,a(in(I)), for all i ∈ N and a ∈ Σ.
A good reference for theorem 1.1 is chapter 8 of [19].
1.2 Remark. If there exists a monomial order  such that βi,a(in(I)) = 0, then βi,a(I) = 0.
1.3 Definition. Let I ⊂ k[x] be a homogeneous (N-graded standard) ideal of k[x] and d, p ∈ N, d 6= 0
and p 6= 0. We say that I satisfies the Nd,p property if and only if for all i ≤ p−1 and j ≥ 1 βi,i+d+j(I) = 0.
Now, if d ∈ N, d 6= 0 we set pd(I) ∈ N as the maximal integer p such that I satisfies the Nd,p-property,
if this maximum exists, otherwise we set pd(I) = ∞ and in this case we say that I is d-regular. In case
where I is generated by homogeneous elements of degree d and is d-regular, we say that I is d-linear.
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21.4 Proposition. Let I ⊂ k[x] be an ideal generated by homogeneous elements of degree d,  a monomial
order over k[x], then
βi,j(I) = βi,j(in(I)) for all i ≤ pd(in(I))− 1 and j ∈ N; and
βpd(in(I)),pd(in(I))+d(I) = βpd(in(I)),pd(in(I))+d(in(I)),
thus pd(I) ≥ pd(in(I)). In particular, if in(I) is d-linear, then I is also d-linear and
βi,j(I) = βi,j(in(I)) for all i, j ∈ N.
Proof. We set p = pd(in(I)). So the Betti-table of in(I) has the shape:
0 1 . . . p− 1 p . . . ρ
d β0,d(in(I)) β1,d+1(in(I)) . . . βp−1,p+d−1(in(I)) βp,p+d(in(I)) . . . βρ,ρ+d(in(I))
d+ 1 0 0 . . . 0 βp,p+d+1(in(I)) . . . βρ,ρ+d+1(in(I))
...
m 0 0 . . . 0 βp,p+m(in(I)) . . . βρ,ρ+m(in(I))
By the remark 1.2 for all i < p− 1 and j ∈ N, βi,d+i+j(I) = 0. Let H(k[x]/I; t) be the Hilbert series of
k[x]/I, we know that
K(I; t)
(1− t)n = H(k[x]/I; t) = H(k[x]/in(I); t) =
K(in(I); t)
(1− t)n
where K(M ; t) = ∑i≥1, j≥0(−1)iβi−1,j(M)tj with M = I, or M = in(I). So K(I; t) = K(in(I); t) and
consequently [K(I; t)]p+d = [K(in(I); t)]p+d. Hence
p−1∑
i=0
(−1)iβi,i+d(I)ti+d + βp,d+p(I)td+p =
p−1∑
i=0
(−1)iβi,i+d(in(I))ti+d + βp,d+p(in(I))td+p.
Then, for 0 ≤ i ≤ p, βi,i+d(I) = βi,i+d(in(I)), and pd(I) ≥ pd(in(I)).
1.5 Remark. Let I ⊂ k[x] be an ideal generated by homogeneous element of degree ≥ d, so
β0,d = β0,d(in(I)). Moreover, if in(I) is generated by monomials of degree d then I is generated by
elements of degree d.
Clique complexes
A simplicial complex Γ over a vertex set V (Γ) = {x1, . . . , xn} is a collection of subsets of V (Γ) such that:
for all i, the set {xi} is in Γ; and if F ∈ Γ and G ⊂ F then G ∈ Γ. An element of a simplicial complex
Γ is called a face of Γ. The maximal faces of Γ under inclusion are called facets of Γ. The 1-skeleton
Γ1 of Γ is the subcomplex of Γ consisting of all the faces of Γ whose cardinality is ≤ 2. Let W ⊂ V (Γ),
the restriction of Γ over W denoted by ΓW is the simplicial complex composed by all the faces F of Γ
such that F ⊂W . We set xF = ∏xi∈F xi. The Stanley-Reisner ideal of Γ, denoted by IΓ, is the ideal of
k[V (Γ)] defined by IΓ = (xF : F /∈ Γ).
1.6 Theorem. (Hochster’s Formula) All nonzero Betti numbers Nn-graded of IΓ and S/IΓ lie in
squarefree degrees σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) ∈ Nn, and
βi,σ(IΓ) = βi+1,σ(S/IΓ) = dimkH˜|σ|−i−2(ΓW ;k),
where W = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : σi 6= 0}.
3We recall that a graph G is a pair of sets (V (G), E(G)), where E(G) is a familly of subsets of V of
cardinality 2 called edge-set of G. The edge ideal of G is I(G) = (xixk : {xi, xk} ∈ E(G)). A clique of
G is a subset T of vertices of G such that for all v, w ∈ T {v, w} ∈ E(G), i.e. the restriction of G on the
vertex subset T is a complete graph. The clique complex of G is the simplicial complex Γ(G) whose
faces are the cliques of G. We remark that the 1-skeleton of Γ(G) is G. So, if Γ is a simplicial complex,
then Γ is a clique complex if Γ = Γ(Γ1), where Γ1 is the 1-skeleton of Γ. We have that IΓ = I(G
c) where
Gc is the graph with vertex-set V (G) and edge-set E(Gc) = {{v, w} ⊂ V (G) : {v, w} /∈ E(G)}, so IΓ is
a square-free quadratic monomial ideal and reciprocally for any square free quadratic monomial ideal I
there exists a graph G such that I = IΓ(G).
1.7 Definition. A cycle C of a graph G is a subgraph of G with vertex-set V (C) = {v1, . . . , vq} and
its edge-set is E(C) = {{v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vq−1, vq}, {vq, v1}} ⊂ E(G). We call lenght of C to be the
cardinality of E(C) and we denote it as |C|. We will say that C ⊂ Γ is a cycle of Γ, where Γ is a simplicial
complex, if and only if C is a cycle of Γ1.
We say that the cycle C of lenght > 3 of G has a chord if there is an edge {vi, vj} ∈ (E(G) \E(C)). We
say that the cycle C is minimal if |C| > 3 and it does not have any chord, equivalently C = GV (C). The
graph G is called chordal graph if all cycle of lenght > 3 has a chord.
1.8 Proposition. Let Γ = Γ(G) be the clique complex of the graph G, I = IΓ and p ≥ 1 a natural
integer. Then:
1. p2(I) + 3 is the minimal lenght of a minimal cycle.
2. Besides, if p2 6=∞, βp2(I),p2(I)+3(I) is equal to the number of minimal cycles of lenght p2(I) + 3 of
G.
Proof.
1. The first statement is the theorem 2.1 of [8].
2. We will write p = p2(I). We define C = {C ⊂ Γ : C is a minimal cycle of lenght p+ 3}. By (1) C is
not empty, because of p = p2(I). Let C ∈ C, due to the formula of Hochster:
βi,V (C)(I) = dimH˜|C|−i−2(ΓV (C),k) = dimkH˜p+3−i−2(C, k) = dimkH˜p−i+1(C,k),
and
H˜p−i+1(C, k) =
{
1 if p− i+ 1 = 1;
0 else.
Hence βi,supp(V (C))(I) = 0 for i 6= p, and βp,V (C)(I) = dimkH˜1(C, k) = 1. So
βp,p+3(I) =
∑
σ ⊂ V (Γ)
|σ| = p+ 3
βp,σ ≥
∑
C∈C
βp,V (C) = |C|.
Now we have to see βp,p+3(I) = |C|. Let σ ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |σ| = p+ 3. Due to the formula of Hochster
βp,σ(I) = H˜1(Γσ,k). We suppose H˜1(Γσ,k) 6= 0, we will show that Γσ is a minimal cycle.
• Γσ is a clique complex, because Γσ is a sub-complex of Γ.
• Γσ does not have minimal cycles of lenght ≤ p + 2, by part 1. On the other hand by [20],
pp:139-141, H˜1(Γσ,k) 6= 0 is generated by minimal cycles of Γσ, so we conclude that Γσ must
be a minimal cycle.
4Thus βp,p+3(I) ≤ |C|, but before we had seen βp,p+3(I) ≥ |C|, hence βp,p+3(I) = |C|.
The second statement of the proposition 1.8 was already proved differently by O. Fernandez and P.
Gimenez in [9].
Also, we can see that this theorem implies the Fro¨berg’s theorem:
1.9 Theorem. ([10]) Let Γ = Γ(G) be the clique complex of the graph G. I = IΓ is 2-linear if and only
if G is a chordal graph.
Linearly joined sequences and 2-regularity
Let V =< x1, . . . , xn > be a k-vector space generated by all the variables of k[x]. For all Q ⊂ V , let us
denote < Q >⊂ V as the k-vector space generated by Q and (Q) ⊂ k[x] the generated ideal by Q.
Let l ∈ N and J1, . . . ,Jl be an ordered sequence of ideals in k[x], such that Ji = (Mi, (Qi)), for all
1 ≤ i ≤ l, where Qi ⊂ V is a k-vector subspace and Mi is an ideal containing no linear forms. Assume
that the intersection J1∩· · ·∩Jl is not redundant. The sequence of ideals J1, . . . ,Jl is said to be linearly
joined if for all k = 2, . . . , l:
Jk +
k−1⋂
i=1
Jl = (Qk) +
(
k−1⋂
i=1
Qi
)
. (1)
1.10 Remark. Let J1, . . . ,Jl be a linearly joined sequence of ideals in k[x], then the sequence (Q1), . . . , (Ql)
is also linealy joined, since:
(Qk) +
(
k−1⋂
i=1
Qi
)
⊂ (Qk) +
k−1⋂
i=1
(Qi) ⊂ Jk +
k−1⋂
i=1
Jl = (Qk) +
(
k−1⋂
i=1
Qi
)
.
1.11 Theorem. (See [8] and Theorem 3 [17]) Let J1, . . . ,Jl be a sequence of prime homogeneous ideals.
The following statements are equivalent:
1. The ideal J = J1 ∩ · · · ∩ Jl is 2-regular
2. For all j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, reg(Ji) ≤ 2 and there exist an arrangement of the sequence J1, . . . ,Jl such
that it is linearly joined.
The next proposition follows from corollary 3 and the proposition 1 in [17].
1.12 Proposition. Let (Q1), . . . (Ql) be a sequence of linear ideals, such that Q := (Q1) ∩ · · · ∩ (Ql) is
not redundant. The following statements are equivalents:
1. The ideal Q is 2-linear.
2. There exists a permutation of the prime components of Q, namely (Q1), . . . , (Ql), such that this
sequence is linearly joined.
3. There exist an permutation of the prime component of Q, we say (Q1), . . . , (Ql), and for all i ∈
{2, . . . , l}, there exists k-linear subspaces < ∆i >,Pi, such that:
(a) Di := ⊕lj=i+1 < ∆j >;
(b) Qi = Di + Pi;
(c) For all k ∈ {2, . . . , l}, and j < k, < ∆j > ×Pj ⊂ (Pk).
For a more detailed exposition of linearly joined sequences we suggest to read [17] and [8].
5Binomial extensions of clique complexes
Let Γ be a clique complex with vertex set V (Γ) = {x0, x1, . . . , xn} and FΓ = {F facet of Γ}. We recall
the construction done by M. Morales and studied with M.L. Ha in [18]: let F ⊂ Γ be a facet of Γ such
that {x(F )i0 , x
(F )
i1
}, {x(F )0 , x(F )i2 }, . . . , {x
(F )
0 , x
(F )
imF
} are proper edges, i.e. each edge belongs uniquely to a
facet who is actually F . To each proper edge, for example {x(F )0 , x(F )j }, we associate a set Y (F )j , which
could be ∅. We define Y (F ) = ∪mFj=1Y (F )j and F = F ∪ Y (F ). So the extension of Γ, denoted by Γ, is the
complex whose facets are F for all F ∈ FΓ. If Y (F ) 6= ∅ we define IF as the ideal of 2× 2 minors of the
scroll matrix:
MF =
(
x
(F )
i0
y
(F )
i11
. . . y
(F )
i1ni1
y
(F )
i21
. . . y
(F )
i2ni2
. . . y
(F )
imF 1
. . . y
(F )
imF nimF
y
(F )
i11
y
(F )
i12
. . . x
(F )
i1
y
(F )
i22
. . . x
(F )
i2
. . . y
(F )
ikF 2
. . . x
(F )
ikF
)
,
otherwise IF = 0. Hence we define the binomial extension BΓ ⊂ k[V (Γ)] of the simplicial complex Γ as:
BΓ = IΓ + JΓ, where JΓ =
∑
F∈FΓ IF .
1.13 Proposition. ([15, Proposition 1.4]) For any facet F of Γ, let JF = (IF , (V (Γ) \ F )) ⊂ k[V (Γ)].
The primary decomposition of BΓ over k[V (Γ)] is: BΓ =
⋂
F facette de Γ JF .
2 Gro¨bner basis of BΓ
2.1 Proposition. Let x = {x1, . . . , xn} and y = {y1, . . . , yn} be two families of variables which are not
necessarily distinct, but we can order x ∪ y such that xi > xj where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and xi > yi where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let k[x ∪ y] be the polynomial ring over k with x ∪ y as indeterminates, whose monomials
are ordered by the lexicographic order and M be the following matrix over k[x ∪ y]
M =
(
x1 x2 . . . xn
y1 y2 . . . yn
)
Let J := I2(M) be the ideal generated for all minors of 2× 2 over M . Thus
1. B = {xiyj − xjyi : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} is a minimal system of generators and B is also a Gro¨bner basis
of J , where the underlined term is the leading term.
2. in(J) is a 2-linear ideal, which implies J is a 2-linear ideal.
Proof.
1. Let f 6= g ∈ B, therefore we can write them as: f = xiyj − xjyi and g = xkyl − xlyk, where i < j
and k < l. Hence in(f) = xiyj and in(g) = xkyl. We define:
S(f, g) :=
lcm(in(f), in(g))
in(f)
f − lcm(in(f), in(g))
in(g)
g,
where lcm(in(f), in(g)) is the least common multiple of in(f) and in(g). Due to the Buchberger
theorem (see theorem 1.7.4 of [1]) it is enough to prove that we can reduce S(f, g) to 0 by B
using the division algorithm, whenever the maximal common divisor (in(f), in(g)) 6= 1. Suppose
(in(f), in(g)) 6= 1. We have four cases:
(a) xi = xk
6(b) xi = yl
(b’) yj = xk
(c) yj = yl
Note that cases (b) and (b’) are similars, so we will only show the cases (a),(b) and (c).
(a) Since xi = xk, we have that yi = yk and
S(f, g) = −ylxjyi + yjxlyi.
We can suppose l < j, let h = xlyj − xjyl ∈ B, so in(h) = xlyj , and S(f, g) = yih ∈ B.
(b) Since xi = yl,
S(f, g) = −xkxjyi + yjxlyk,
and xk > xl > yl = xi > xj > yj , let h1 = xlyj − xjyl ∈ B, so in(h1) = xlyj , and
S(f, g)− ykh1 = ykxjyl − xkxjyi = ykxjxi − xkxjyi.
Moreover, h2 = xkyi− ykxi ∈ B with in(h2) = xkyi, so S(f, g)− ykh1 = xjh2, and we have that
S(f, g) = ykh1 + xjh2 ∈ B
(c) Since yj = yl, so xj = xl and
S(f, g) = −xkxjyi + xixjyk.
We can suppose i < k, let h = xiyk − xkyi ∈ B, where in(h) = xiyk, and S(f, g) = xjh ∈ B.
Then in all the cases we conclude that S(f, g) is reduced to 0 by B, for f, g ∈ B with
(in(f), in(g)) 6= 1. Hence B is a Gro¨bner basis of J . Since all the elements of B are homogeneus
quadratic binomials we have that if a leading term X divide a term Y of a binomial of B, then
X = Y . We can remark that a leading term xiyj (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) of a binomial of B is not a term of
other binomial of B, due to the definition of M . Thus, B is a reduce Gro¨bner basis of J and since
B is homogeneous, B is a minimal system of generators of J .
2. Due to (1) we have that in>lex(J) = (xiyj : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) is a quadratic square free monomial
ideal thanks of the order restrictions to the variables x∪ y. Besides, we can order the generators of
in(B) in the following diagram:
x1yn
x1yn−1 x2yn
· ·
· ·
· ·
x1y4 ·
x1y3 x2y4 ·
x1y2 x2y3 x3y4 xn−1yn
Now, we define ∆i := {yi} and Pi :=< x1, . . . , xi−1 >, for all i = 2, . . . , n;
Di := ⊕nj=i+1 < ∆j >=< yi+1, . . . , yn > for all i = 1, . . . , n and
Qi := Di ⊕ Pi = {x1, . . . , xi−1, yi+1, . . . , yn}, for all i = 1, . . . , n.
7We can see that for all k ∈ {2, . . . , l} and j < k, < ∆j > ×Pj ⊂ (Pk). Then, owing to the proposition
1.12 Q1, . . . ,Qn is a linearly joined sequence and (Q) = ∩ni=1(Qi) is 2-linear. In fact, by the theorem
9 [17] we have that the generators of (Q) are the elements of the triangle above, thus in(J) = (Q)
so in>lex(J) is 2-linear. Moreover, by the proposition 1.8 we have that βi,j(J) = βi,j(in(J)) for all
i, j ∈ N. Consequently, J is also 2-linear.
The fact that J is 2-linear follows also from theorem 4.1 (cf. [6]) and the next proposition:
2.2 Proposition. Let x = {x1, . . . , xn} and y = {y1, . . . , yn} be two families of variables who are not
necessarily different, but we can order x ∪ y such that xi > xj where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and xi > yi where
1 ≤ i ≤ n. We set
M =
(
x1 x2 . . . xn
y1 y2 . . . yn
)
Then, by applying permutations on the columns of M we obtain a scroll matrix M ′.
Proof. For k = 1, . . . , n we will define a scroll matrix M ′k, such that M
′
k = [M
′
k−1, C
′
k].
1. Let M ′1 =
(
x1
y1
)
.
2. Suppose that we have already built Mk. Let
(
xjk
yjk
)
the k-th column of M ′k.
(a) If yjk appears in the first line of M , then there exist jk+1 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that xjk+1 = yjk
and we take as k + 1-th column of M ′k+1 the column
(
yjk
yjk+1
)
.
(b) If yjk does not appears in the first line of M , then we take the first column of M that is not in
M ′k in order to be the k + 1-th column of M
′
k+1.
It is clear that M ′k+1 is a scroll matrix. We define M
′ = M ′n and we have the assertion of the proposition.
2.3 Notation. Let M be a matrix, we will denote for [M ]i,j the element of M that is in the i-row and
j-column.
2.4 Definition. For i ∈ {1, . . . , k} let Mi be a 2× ni matrix. We say that M1, . . . ,Mk are admissibly
ordered if and only if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k one of the following statements is satisfied:
1. Either [MFi ]1,1 is not in the second row of MFj , for all j > i;
2. or there exists j > i such that [MFi ]1,1 = [MFj ]2,1 and there exists i
′ < i such that
[MFi′ ]1,1 = [MFj ]1,1 and for all j
′ < i′, [MFi ]1,1 6= [MFj′ ]1,1.
2.5 Definition. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ be a binomial extension of Γ. Let F = {F facet of Γ :
F 6= F}. We will say that F is endowed with an admissible order if there is an order for F , namely,
F = {F1, . . . , Fk}, such that the matrices MF1 , . . . ,MFk are admissibly ordered.
2.6 Definition. Let M be a 2× n matrix, as in the proposition 2.2. Let Π ∈ Sn, we define
Π(M) =
(
xΠ(1) xΠ(2) . . . xΠ(n)
yΠ(1) yΠ(2) . . . yΠ(n)
)
We say that the permutation Π ∈ Sn is an admissible permutation of M if Π(1) = 1 and for all
i ∈ {2, . . . , n} and j ≤ i, yΠ(i) 6= xΠ(j).
82.7 Definition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ and F = {F1, . . . , Fk}. Let PΓ
the set:
{(Π1, . . . ,Πk) ∈ S|YF1 |+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S|YFk |+1 : ∀h ∈ {1, . . . , k} Πh ∈ S|YFh |+1 admissible permutation of MFh}.
2.8 Definition. Let Γ(G) be a clique complex, Γ be a binomial extension of Γ and
F = {F facet of Γ : F 6= F} is endowed with an admissible order, namely F = {F1, . . . , Fk}. For
Π ∈ PΓ, let L′1(Πh(MFh)) be the set of all the vertices that appear in the first row of the matrix MFh
and does not in the first row of a matrix of a previous facet. We define an order >Π on the vertex
set of Γ in the following way: L′1(Πh(MFh)) is ordered by the decreassing order of the columns and if
z ∈ L′1(Πh(MFh)) and z′ ∈ L′1(Πh′(MFh′ )) so z > z′ if and only if h < h′. The remaining vertices are
ordered by an arbitrary order. In case where Πk is the identity in S|YFh |+1 for all h ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we will
denote >Π by >.
2.9 Remark. Since MF1 , . . . ,MFk are admissibly ordered by the definition 2.8, we have in this case that
for all Π ∈ P, the order >Π of the vertices of Γ satisfies that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and
1 ≤ j < s ≤ |Y (Fi)| + 1, [Πi(MFi)]1,j >λΠ [Πi(MFi)]1,s; and for all 1 ≤ j < s ≤ |Y (Fi)| + 1 and
1 ≤ j ≤ |Y (Fi)|+ 1, [Πi(MFi)]1,j >λΠ [Πi(MFi)]2,j .
2.10 Definition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ. Let Π ∈ PΓ. We define the
simplicial complex Γ
(Π)
as the clique complex generated by the graph (Γ
(Π)
)1 obtained from (Γ)1 deleting
all the edges which correspond to all the diagonals of Π(MF ) from the top to the bottom from left to
right, where F is a facet of Γ such that F 6= F . If Π is the identity we will write Γ′ instead of Γ(Π).
2.11 Remark. Thanks to the definition 2.10, for any facet F ∈ Γ, the restriction Γ(Π)F coincide with
< F > if F = F , and coincide with Γ(in(IF )) if F 6= F . As IF for all F 6= F is a scroll ideal, IF is 2-linear
and by Fro¨berg’s (theorem 1.9) we have that Γ(in(IF ))1 is a chordal graph. If F = F , Γ(Π)F =< F > is
the simplex F so Γ
(Π)
F is a chordal graph. Thus, for all F facet of Γ, (Γ
(Π)
F )1 is a chordal graph.
Let Γ be a clique complex; Γ a binomial extension of Γ. Set: NFΓ the generator set of IΓ, i.e.
NFΓ = {xsupp(σ)|σ /∈ Γ and |σ| = 2}
and JF the set of 2× 2 minors of the matrix MF . Then BΓ = NFΓ
⋃
(∪lk=1JFk) is a generator system of
BΓ.
2.12 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ. We suppose
F = {F facet of Γ : F 6= F} is endowed with an admissible order. Let Π ∈ PΓ. We order the ver-
tices of Γ by >Π (see definition 2.8). Then
1. BΓ is a Gro¨bner basis of BΓ to the lexicographic order on the monomials of k[z].
2. The ideal in>Πlex(BΓ) is a square free quadratic monomial ideal and the associated simplicial complex
of in>Πlex(BΓ) is Γ
(Π)
.
Proof.
1. If IF is not trivial, then IF is generated by the minors of Π(MF ), i.e.,
[Π(MF )]1,i[Π(MF )]2,k − [Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,i
9with i < k, where [Π(MF )]1,i[Π(MF )]2,k is the initial term for the order Π.
By using the Buchberger’s criteria we need to prove that
S(f, g) =
l.c.m(in(f), in(g))
in(f)
f − l.c.m(in(f), in(g))
in(g)
g
BΓ−−→ 0
for all f, g ∈ BΓ whenever (lm(f), lm(g)) 6= 1. We have four cases:
(a) f, g ∈ NFΓ, so they are monomials and S(f, g) = 0
(b) f, g ∈ JF for any facet F of Γ. As f, g are minors of the matrix MF and [Π(MF )]1,i >λΠ
[Π(MF )]1,j , where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |Y (F )| + 1 and [Π(M)]1,i  [Π(M)]2,i for
i ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F )| + 1}; thus, by the proposition 2.1 JF is a Gro¨bner basis of IF , and then
S(f, g)
JF−−→ 0.
(c) f ∈ NFΓ¯ and g ∈ JF for some facet F of Γ. Let
g = [Π(MF )]1,i[Π(MF )]2,k − [Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,i,
where i < k, and f = ab. Hence, we can suppose that a = [Π(MF )]1,i or a = [Π(MF )]2,k.
So b /∈ F and S(f, g) = b[Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,i. Besides [Π(MF )]1,k ∈ Y (F ). Consequently
b[Π(MF )]1,k ∈ NFΓ and S(f, g)→ 0.
(d) f ∈ JF and g ∈ JF ′ for two different facets F and F ′ of Γ. Since (in(f), in(g)) 6= 1, the matrices
MF and MF ′ must have a common vertex x with x ∈ F ∩F ′ such that x|in(f) and x|in(g). We
have four possibilities for this vertex x:
i. Either x = [Π(MF )]1,1 = [Π(MF ′)]1,1.
Hence f = x[Π(MF )]2,k−[Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,1 and g = x[Π(MF ′)]2,r−[Π(MF ′)]1,r[Π(MF ′)]2,1
for some k ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F )|+ 1} and some r ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F ′)|+ 1}. Thus
S(f, g) = −[Π(MF ′)]2,r[Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,1 + [Π(MF )]2,k[Π(MF ′)]1,r[Π(MF ′)]2,1.
For [Π(MF )]2,k we have to cases:
A. [Π(MF )]2,k ∈ V (Γ). Then [Π(MF )]2,k /∈ F ′. Otherwise {x, [Π(MF )]2,k} ∈ F ′ and
{x, [Π(MF )]2,k} would not be a proper edge of F .
B. [Π(MF )]2,k /∈ V (Γ). Then, by definition of BΓ, [Π(MF )]2,k /∈ F ′.
So, in any case [Π(MF )]2,k /∈ F ′, and by the same way we can see that [Π(MF ′)]2,r /∈ F .
Moreover, as k, r ≥ 2 we have that [Π(MF )]1,k, [Π(MF ′)]1,r /∈ V (Γ). Consequently
[Π(MF ′)]1,r[Π(MF )]1,k, [Π(MF )]2,k[Π(MF ′)]1,t ∈ NF∆¯,
hence: S(f, g)
{[Π(MF ′ )]2,ry(F )i1 ,[Π(MF )]2,ky
(F ′)
j11
∈NF∆¯}−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0.
ii. Either x = [Π(MF )]1,1 = [Π(MF ′)]2,t, where t ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F ′)|+ 1}.
Moreover f = x[Π(MF )]2,k − [Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,1 for some k ∈ {2, . . . , |Y (F )| + 1} and
g = [Π(MF ′)]1,rx − [Π(MF ′)]1,t[Π(MF ′)]2,r for some r ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F ′)| + 1}. Since
in(g) = [Π(MF ′)]1,rx, we have that t ≥ 2 and
S(f, g) = −[Π(MF ′)]1,r[Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )](F )2,1 + [Π(MF )]2,k[Π(MF ′)]1,t[Π(MF ′)]2,r.
As in the case i. we can prove that [Π(MF )]2,k /∈ F ′ and [Π(MF ′)]1,r /∈ F .
Moreover, as k, t ≥ 2 we have that [Π(MF )]1,k, [Π(MF ′)]1,t /∈ V (Γ). Therefore
S(f, g)
[Π(MF ′ )]2,r[Π(MF )]1,k,[Π(MF )]2,ky
(F ′)
r,nr−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0.
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iii. Or x = [Π(MF )]1,t = [Π(MF ′)]2,t′ , where t ∈ {2, . . . , |Y (F )| + 1} and
t′ ∈ {2, . . . , |Y (F ′)|+ 1}.
Thus f = [Π(MF )]1,kx− [Π(MF )]1,t[Π(MF )]2,k for some k ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F )|+ 1} and
g = [Π(MF ′)]1,rx− [Π(MF ′)]1,t′ [Π(MF ′)]2,r for some r ∈ {1, . . . , |Y (F ′)|+ 1}.
As in the last case we can prove that t ≥ 2 and t′ ≥ 2. So
S(f, g) = −[Π(MF ′)]1,r[Π((MF )]1,t[Π(MF )]2,k + [Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF ′)]1,t′ [Π(MF ′)]2,r.
And like in the other cases we can prove that [Π(MF )]1,k /∈ F ′ and [Π(MF ′)]1,r /∈ F .
Besides, since t, t′ ≥ 2 we get that [Π(MF )]1,t, [Π(MF ′)]1,t′ /∈ V (Γ). Then
[Π(MF ′)]1,r[Π(MF )]1,t, [Π(MF )]1,kx[Π(MF ′)]1,t′ ∈ NF∆¯,
and S(f, g)
[MF ′ ]1,r[MF ]1,t,[MF ]1,kx[MF ′ ]1,t′−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0.
Thus for all f, g ∈ BΓ, S(f, g)
BΓ¯−−→+ 0, and by the Buchberger algorithm we can conclude B(Π)Γ is a
Gro¨bner basis of BΓ.
2. As for all matrix MF ,
in([Π(MF )]1,i[Π(MF )]2,k − [Π(MF )]1,k[Π(MF )]2,i) = [Π(MF )]1,i[Π(MF )]2,k
with i < k and [Π(MF )]1,i 6= [Π(MF )]2,k, we have that in(B) is a square-free monomial set. And by
1. B is a Gro¨bner basis of BΓ, so BΓ = in(B) is a square-free monomial ideal and by definition of
Γ(in(BΓ)) we get that Γ(in(BΓ)) = Γ
(Π)
.
3 Existence of admissible orders
It’s not obvious that given a graph G, Γ(G) its clique complex and Γ a simplicial extension of Γ,
F = {F facet of Γ : F 6= F} is endowed with an admissible order; as we can see in the next exam-
ple:
3.1 Example. Let Γ be the clique complex generated by the graph G of the figure 1. Then,
F1 = {a, e, b}, F2 = {d, h, a}, F3 = {c, g, d}, F4 = {b, f, c} are the facets of Γ. We associate to each
facet the following matrices:
MF1 =
(
a x y z
x y b e
)
, MF2 =
(
d r s q
r s a h
)
,
MF3 =
(
c u t
u g d
)
and MF4 =
(
b w v
w c f
)
,
Note that for any possible order λ of the matrices MF1 ,MF2 ,MF3 ,MF4 , namely λ = M1,M2,M3,M4,
thus there exists i ∈ {2, 3, 4} such that [M1]1,1 appears in the second row of Mi. Nevertheless if we
replace MF2 by
M ′F2 =
(
a s r h
s r d q
)
we have that MF1 ,MF4 ,MF3 ,M
′
F2
are admissibly ordered and we can consider that BΓ is the binomial
extension of IΓ′ , where Γ
′ is the clique complexe generated by the graph obtained from G replacing q to
h.
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Figure 1:
3.2 Remark. Let Cn be the cycle of n-vertices x1, . . . , xn and Γ the clique complex generated by Cn.
As
F = {F facet of Γ : F 6= F} = {{x1, x2}, {x2, x3}, . . . , {xn, x1}},
any facet of Cn is itself a proper edge. In order to obtain a binomial extension of Cn, for any facet
ei = {xi, xi+1} of Cn, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where xn+1 = x1, we can choose as xi0 either xi or xi+1. So
we can suppose that for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1: Mei = 0 if Y (ei) = 0;
Mei =
(
xi y
(i)
1 . . . y
(i)
si
y
(i)
1 y
(i)
2 . . . xi+1
)
,
if Y (ei) 6= ∅. If sn = 0 then Men = 0; and if Y (en) = 0, then
Men =
(
x1 y
(n)
1 . . . y
(n)
sn
y
(n)
1 y
(n)
2 . . . xn
)
.
So the familyM = {Meji 6= 0 : ji ∈ {1, . . . , n}} is admissibly ordered. Finally we conclude F is endowed
by an admissible order.
In the next lines we will see that there exists another family of clique complexes Γ distinct to {Cn : n ∈ N}
which satifies that F is endowed by an admissible order.
3.3 Remark. Clearly, if |F| = 1, F is endowed with an admissible order. In addition, if F is endowed
by an admissible order, then any subfamily F ′ ⊂ F is endowed with an admissible order, because the
admissible order of F restricted over the subfamily F ′ ⊂ F is an admissible order of F ′.
3.4 Notation. Let F 6= F facet of Γ, we set L2(MFi) the set of all the elements of the second line of
MFi .
3.5 Lemma. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ a binomial extension of Γ. Let F ′ be an ordered subfamily,
that is F ′ = {F1, . . . , Fs} ⊂ F where s > 1, such that [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} and
[MFs ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1), then F ′ is not endowed with any admissible order.
Proof. Let Π ∈ Ss any permutation of {1, . . . , s}, then MFΠ(1) , . . . ,MFΠ(s) are not admissibly ordered,
because:
• If Π(1) 6= s, then [MF(Π(1)) ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFΠ(1)+1), thus there exists 1 < j ≤ s such that
Π(j) = Π(1) + 1; and MFΠ(1) , . . . ,MFΠ(s) are not admissibly ordered.
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• If Π(1) = s, then there exists 1 < j ≤ s such that Π(j) = 1 and
[MF(Π(1)) ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1) = L2(MFΠ(j));
FΠ(1), . . . , FΠ(s) are not admissibly ordered.
In this manner we conclude that F ′ is not endowed with an admissible order.
3.6 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex generated by G and Γ a binomial extension of Γ. F is not
endowed with an admissible order if and only if there exists a subfamily F ′ such that F ′ has an order
F ′ = {F1, . . . , Fs} where [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} and [MFs ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1).
Proof.
⇒) Let 1 ≤ s ≤ k be the integer satisfying that for any subfamily F∗ ⊂ F with |F∗| < s, F∗ is endowed
with an admissible order and there exists a subfamily F ′ ⊂ F with |F ′| = s is not endowed with an
admissible order. Obviously s > 1. We are going to prove that for the family F ′ there exists an order
F ′ = {F1, . . . , Fs} such that [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s−1} and [MFs ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1).
1. Assume that there exists MF ∈ F ′ such that for all MF ′ ∈ F ′, F ′ 6= F ,
[MF ]1,1 /∈ L2(MF ′).
By hypothesis, F ′\{F} is endowed with an admissible order, namely F ′\{F} = {F1, . . . , Fs−1}.
Then [MF ]1,1 /∈ L2(MFi) for all i = 1 . . . , s− 1, and in this way MF ,MFi1 , . . . , . . . ,MFis−1 are
admissibly ordered, but it is a contradiction because we had supposed that F ′ was not endowed
with an admissible order. Consequently: ∀F ∈ F ′ there exists F ′ ∈ F ′, F ′ 6= F such that
[MF ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF ′).
2. Now we are going to prove that for the family F ′ there exists an order F ′ = {F1, . . . , Fs} such
that [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} and [MFs ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1).
Let any F1 ∈ F ′, by the point 1, there exists F2 6= F1 such that [MF1 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF2). Moreover
by the same point 1, there exists F ∈ (F ′ \ F2) such that [MF2 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF ).s If F = F1, then the family of facets {F1, F2} is not endowed with an admissible order,
and by the lemma 3.5 and by maximality of s, s = 2 and F ′ = {F1, F2} satisfies that
[MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF2) and [MF2 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1).s If F 6= F1, s > 2, we call F3 := F . Thanks to 1. there exists F ∈ F ′ \ F3 such that
[MF2 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF3).
∗ If F = F1, then the family of facets {F1, F2, F3} is not endowed with an admissible order,
and by the lemma 3.5 and by maximality of s, s = 3 and the family F ′ = {F1, F2, F3} is
endowed by an admissible order that we wanted to prove.
∗ If F = F2, the subfamily of facets {F2, F3} does not allow and admissible order by the
lemma 3.5 but it is not possible because s > 2 is maximal.
∗ Thus if F 6= F1, then F 6= F2 and s > 3. We set F4 = F and by induction we can
suppose that we have found a sequence of differents facets in F ′: F1, F2, F3, . . . , Fs such
that [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i = 1, . . . , s − 1. Thanks to item 1. there exists F ∈
F ′ \ Fs−1 such that [MF1 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF ). If F 6= F1, we can say F = Fj with j > 2, then
Fj , Fj+1, . . . , Fs satisfies that [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i ∈ {j, . . . , s−1} and [MFs ]1,1 ∈
L2(MFj ). By the lemma 3.5 the family F ′′ = {Fj , Fj+1, . . . , Fs} is not endowed with an
admissible order and it is a contradiction to the maximality of s. Then F = F1, and F ′
satisfies that there exists an order F ′ = {F1, . . . , Fs} such that [MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} and [MFs ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1).
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⇐) By the lemma 3.5 F ′ is not endowed with an admissible order. Thus, by the remark 3.3, F is not
endowed with an admissible order.
3.7 Lemma. Let G be a graph, Γ := Γ(G) the clique complex generated by G and Γ a binomial extension
of Γ. If |F| ≤ 3, then F is endowed with an admissible order.
Proof.
• k = 2. If the family F doesn’t allow any admissible order, by the proposition 3.6 there exist
an order of F : F = {F1, F2} such that [MF1 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF2) and [MF2 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1). Thus
{[MF1 ]1,1, [MF2 ]1,1} ∈ F1 ∩ F2 and {[MF1 ]1,1, [MF2 ]1,1} is not a proper edge of Γ, but it is not
possible because Γ is a binomial extension of Γ. Consequently F is endowed with an admissible
order.
• k = 3. If the family F is not endowed with an admissible order, then by the proposition 3.6
there exist an order of F : F = {F1, F2, F3} such that [MF1 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF2), [MF2 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF3) and
[MF3 ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1). So we can conclude that e1 = {[MF2 ]1,1, [MF1 ]1,1} ∈ F2,
e2 = {[MF3 ]1,1, [MF2 ]1,1} ∈ F3, e3 = {[MF1 ]1,1, [MF3 ]1,1} ∈ F1 and
L = {[MF1 ]1,1, [MF2 ]1,1, [MF3 ]1,1} is a clique of G, thus L ⊂ Fi for some i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and in
this way either e1, either e2 or e3 is not a proper edge, and it is a contradiction to the fact that Γ
is a binomial extension of Γ. Thus, we conclude that F is endowed with an admissible order.
3.8 Proposition. Let G be a graph, Γ := Γ(G) the clique complex generated by G and Γ a binomial
extension of Γ. Assuming that the graph G restricted on the family F is a chordal graph, then F is
endowed with an admissible order.
Proof. If |F| = 1, 2 or 3 by the lemma 3.7 the family F is endowed by an admissible order.
Let us suppose that |F| ≥ 4. Assume that the family F is not endowed with an admissible order. So, by
the proposition 3.6 and lemma 3.7 there exists a subfamily F ′ = {F1, . . . , Fs} ⊂ F where s > 3, such that
[MFi ]1,1 ∈ L2(MFi+1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s− 1} and [MFs ]1,1 ∈ L2(MF1). Thus, by definition of binomial
extension, {[MFi+1 ]1,1, [MFi ]1,1} is a proper edge of Fi+1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , s−1} and {[MFs ]1,1, [MF1 ]1,1}
is a proper edge of F1. So, {{[MF1 ]1,1, [MF2 ]1,1}, . . . , {[MFs ]1,1, [MF1 ]1,1}} are the edges of a cycle C of
G, but since G restricted on the family F is a chordal graph, C is not a minimal cycle and C must
have a clique V ⊂ V (C) of size 3 with two edges e, e′ of C. In this way we have that V ⊂ Fi for some
i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and at least an edge among e and e′ is in two facets of Γ, but this is a contradiction to the
fact that e, e′ are proper edges of Γ. Consequently F is endowed with an admissible order.
4 Lower bounds of p2(BΓ)
Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ be a binomial extension of Γ. We suppose that F = {F facet of Γ :
F 6= F} is endowed with an admissible order, namely F = {F1, . . . , Fk}. Let Π ∈ PΓ (see definition
2.7). Using the definition 2.8 we get and order >Π for the vertex-set of Γ and by the proposition 2.12 the
associated simplicial complex of in>Πlex(BΓ) is Γ
(Π)
defined in 2.10. Using the proposition 1.4 we have
that
maxΠ∈PΓ(p2(I(Γ
(Π)
))) ≤ p2(BΓ). (2)
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And from proposition 1.8, let C′Π be the family of all minimal cycles of Γ
Π
maxΠ∈PΓ(p2(I(Γ
(Π)
))) + 3 = maxΠ∈PΓ(minC′∈C′Π |C ′|) (3)
So we would like to know the family of C′Π for any Π ∈ PΓ in order to calculate minC′∈C′Π |C ′|.
4.1 Definition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ, F = {F1, . . . , Fk} and Π ∈ PΓ.
We say that a cycle C of Γ is a Π-virtual minimal cycle if and only if either C is a minimal cycle of
Γ, or C is not a minimal cycle in Γ, but C satisfies the following properties:
1. Any chord of C is not an edge of (Γ
(Π)
)1.
2. If e, e′ ∈ E(C) are distinct, then e, e′ are not in a same facet of Γ.
4.2 Remark. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ and Π,Π′ ∈ PΓ. If
e ∈ (E(G) \ E(G(Π))), then e ∈ (E(G) \ E(G(Π
′)
)). So the definition of a Π-virtual minimal cycle
of G does not depend on Π, so a Π-virtual minimal cycle can just be called virtual minimal cycle. We
denote by Cv the family of all the virtual minimal cycles of Γ.
4.3 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ be a binomial extension of Γ. Then, for any C ∈ Cv
there exists V ⊂ V (C) such that ΓV is a minimal cycle of lenght ≥ 4.
Proof. Asume that E(C) = {{x1, x2}, {x2, x3}, . . . , {xs, x1}}. Let consider the sets V ⊂ V (C) such that
ΓV contains a cycle. If for any of them all the cycles contained in ΓV are not minimal cycles. So, there
exist j ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that {zj , zj+2} is a chord of C, i.e. D = {zj , zj+1, zj+2} is a clique of Γ, so there
exists a facet F in Γ who contains D in contradiction with the item 2 of the definition 4.1. Thus, there
exists V ⊂ V (C) such that ΓV is a minimal cycle of Γ.
4.4 Definition. Let Γ be the clique complex and Γ be a binomial extension of Γ. Let Π ∈ PΓ, C be
a minimal virtual cycle of Γ and e ∈ E(C) and e = {xe, x′e} be an edge in E(C). We say e is virtual
if e /∈ E(Γ(Π)). By the remark 4.2 it does not depend on Π, i.e. if e /∈ E(Γ(Π)), then e /∈ E(Γ(Π
′)
), for
any Π′ ∈ PΓ. Let e be a virtual edge of C, so there exists a unique facet Fe of Γ containing e. A path
Pe from xe to x
′
e in G
(Π)
whose vertices are in F e is called a Π-local substitution of e in G
(Π)
if there
is not an edge in G
(Π)
such that it is a chord of Pe and for any x ∈ (V (C) \ e) there is not any edge in
E(G
(Π)
) from x to any vertex in V (Pe) \ e.
4.5 Definition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ be a binomial extension of Γ and C be the family of all
virtual minimal cycles of G. Let Π ∈ PΓ and C be a virtual minimal cycle. We set ClsΠ(C) the family of
all minimal cycles C ′ in G
(Π)
obtained from C by replacing all the virtual edges of C by local substitution
in G
(Π)
. We set ClsΠ = ∪C∈CvClsΠ(C).
4.6 Proposition. (Going down for minimal cycles) Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ be a binomial
extension of Γ. Then, for any minimal cycle C ′ of lenght ≥ 4 of Γ(Π), there exists a virtual minimal cycle
C of Γ and a subset V ′ ⊂ V (Γ), such that C ′ = (Γ(Π))V (C)∪V ′ .
Proof. Let C ′ be a minimal cycle of lenght ≥ 4 of (Γ(Π))1. Set q := |C ′|,
E(C ′) = {{z1, z2}, {z2, z3}, . . . , {zq, z1}},
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and for all i = 1, . . . , q − 1, ei = {zi, zi+1} and eq = {zq, z1}. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, there exists a facet
F of Γ such that ei ⊂ F . We assert that there exist at least two facets F 6= F ′ of Γ and two edges
ei 6= ej ∈ E(C ′) such that ei ⊂ F and ej ⊂ F ′, otherwise if there exist F facet of Γ such that for all edge
e ∈ E(C), e ∈ F , so C is a subgraph of (Γ(Π)F )1 and by the remark 2.11, (Γ
(Π)
F )1 is a chordal graph, thus
C ′ has a chord in Γ
(Π)
and it is a contradition to the fact that C ′ is a minimal cycle of Γ
(Π)
.
Thus, we have a sequence of facets Fi1 , . . . , Fiq in Γ such that ej ⊂ F ij . If ej+1 ⊂ F ij , we take Fij+1 = Fij .
Consequently we can rewrite this sequence like Fi1 , . . . , Fis′ , where q ≥ s′ ≥ 2 and Fij 6= Fij+1 , such that
C ′ is divided by consecutive paths Cj ⊂ F ij from zij to zij+1 , where z1 = zi1 = zis′+1 . Moreover, we can
suppose that Fi1 6= Fis′ ; since if Fi1 = Fis′ we can take as initial point of C ′ the point zis′ .
• As for all j ∈ {2, . . . , s′+1} zij ∈ F j−1∩F j , by the definition of Γ, we have that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , s′},
zij ∈ Γ.
• We have that Fij = Fir for any j, r ∈ N such that r ≥ j + 2. Otherwise, since C ′ is a minimal cycle
{zij , zir}, {zij , zir+1}, {zij+1 , zir}, {zij+1 , zir+1} /∈ E(Γ
(Π)
)1 (see figure 2),
but these edges are contained in Fij .
zij ∈ Fij zij+1 ∈ Fij
zij+2
zir ∈ Fijzir+1 ∈ Fij
Figure 2:
As a result of the definition of Γ
(Π)
, if e ∈ (E(Γ) \ E(Γ(Π))) then a vertex of e is in the first line of
a matrix MFij ; thus, there exist two elements of {zij , zij+1 , zir , zir+1} ⊂ V (Γ) which appear in the
first line of MFij . It is a contradiction with the definition of MFij .
Then, we have seen that there exist s′ ≥ 3 and a sequence Fi1 , . . . , Fis′ such that for all
j 6= j′ ∈ {1, . . . , s}, Fij 6= Fij′ and C ′ is divided in consecutive paths Cj ⊂ F ij from zij to zij+1 ,
where z1 = zi1 = zis′+1 . Set s the smallest integer who satisfies these properties.
Let C be the cycle defined by
V (C) = {zi1 , zi2 , . . . , zis} and E(C) = {{zi1 , zi2}, . . . , {zis−1 , zis}, {zis , z1}}.
If C is a minimal cycle, then C ′ comes from C which is a Π-virtual minimal cycle by definition 4.1. If C
is not a minimal cycle, we remark that C is a Π-virtual minimal cycle:
1. Any chord of C is not an edge in E(Γ
(Π)
), since C ′ is a minimal cycle of (Γ
(Π)
).
2. By construction of C and by the minimality of s, for all pair e, e′ ∈ E(C), e and e′ does not belong
to the same facet of Γ.
Finally, by the last three points C is a Π-virtual minimal cycle.
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4.7 Theorem. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ a binomial extension of Γ. Then Γ1 is a chordal graph
if and only if BΓ is 2-linear.
Proof.
⇒) As Γ1 is a chordal graph, Γ does not have minimal cycles. So (Γ(Π)) does not too, otherwise, by
the proposition 4.6 Γ would have a Π-virtual minimal cycle and by the proposition 4.3 there exists
V ⊂ V (C) such that ΓV is a minimal cycle of Γ, but it is not possible, thus (Γ(Π)) does not have
minimal cycles and by the proposition 1.8 we obtain that I
Γ
(Π) is 2-linear. Then, applying the
proposition 1.4, we conclude that BΓ is 2-linear.
⇐) Assume that Γ1 is not chordal. So there exist a minimal cycle C of Γ of lenght > 3. As Γ is an
extension of Γ, all minimal cycle of G is a minimal cycle of Γ, in particular C is a minimal cycle of
Γ, then by the proposition 1.8, IΓ is not 2-linear. Moreover by the proposition 1.13
BΓ =
⋂
F∈F
JF ,
where JF = (IF , (V (Γ) \ F )). But the primary decomposition of IΓ is:
IΓ =
⋂
F∈F
(V (Γ) \ F ),
thus by proposition 1.12 there does not exist a permutation to the sequence of the ideals (V (Γ) \F )
such that it is linearly joined, in this way by the remark 1.10 there does not exist a permutation of
the sequence
{(IF , (V (Γ) \ F ))}F∈F
such that it is linearly joined and so BΓ is not 2-linear by theorem 1.11.
4.8 Remark. Thanks to proposition 4.6 for any minimal cycle C ′ of G
(Π)
there exist a virtual minimal
cycle C of G, such that C ′ ∈ ClsΠ(C). So, setting C′Π the family of all minimal cycles of Γ
(Π)
, then
C′Π ⊂ ClsΠ (4)
Nevertheless, it is not true in general that ClsΠ = C
′
Π, as we can see in the next example:
4.9 Example. Let G be the graph of the figure 3 and Γ := Γ(G) the clique complex generated by G.
For the facets F1 = {a, d, h}, F2 = {a, b, e}, F3 = {b, c, f}, F4 = {c, d, g} we associate the matrices:
MF1 =
(
a y1 y2
y1 y2 d
)
, MF2 =
(
a y3 y4
y3 y4 b
)
,
MF3 =
(
b y5 y6
y5 y6 c
)
and MF4 =
(
c y7 y8
y7 y8 d
)
,
respectively. G
′
= (Γ
′
)1 as in the figure 3. We have that the cycle C defined by E(C) = {{a, b}, {b, c},
{c, d}, {d, a}} is a minimal cycle of G, then C is a virtual cycle of G. The paths: P1, P2, P3, P4 defined
by: E(P1) = {{a, e}, {e, b}}, E(P2) = {{b, f}, {f, c}}, E(P3) = {{c, g}, {g, d}}, E(P4) = {{d, h}, {h, a}}
are local substitutions of {a, b}, {b, c}, {c, d}, {d, a}, respectively, in G′ but C ′ defined by the union of
these paths is a cycle of G
′
but it is not a minimal cycle of G
′
.
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a b
cd
g
h
e
f
a b
cd
g
h
e
f
y3 y4
y5
y6
y7y8
y1
y2
G G
′
Figure 3:

Now, for any Π ∈ PΓ, we would like to calculate minC′∈ClsΠ(|C ′|). The next proposition follows immediately
from the inequalities 2, 3 and the remark 4.8.
4.10 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ and F = {F facet of Γ :
F 6= F} is endowed with an admissible order. Then
p2(BΓ) ≥ maxΠ∈P(minC′∈C′Π(|C ′|)) ≥ maxΠ∈P(minC′∈ClsΠ(|C
′|)).
4.11 Definition. Let G be a graph, Γ = Γ(G) the clique complex generated by G and Γ a binomial
extension of Γ. Let Π ∈ PΓ and e a virtual edge of G. A local substitution of e is called a replacement
of e in G
(Π)
if the lenght of the local substitution is minimal. The lenght of a replacement of e is unique
and it is denoted by tΠ(e). If e is not virtual we set tΠ(e) := 1 and in this case by notation abuse we will
say that the path Pe = {e} is a replacement of e.
4.12 Notation. Let F be a facet of Γ such that F 6= F . We denote by VΓ(MF ) the set of all the vertices
in F that are in MF .
4.13 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ a binomial extension of Γ. Let Π ∈ PΓ. Let C ∈ Cv
and e ∈ E(Γ) be a virtual edge in E(C), such that e = {x(F )0 , x(F )k } for some facet of F with Y F 6= ∅.
Then:
1. If there exist x ∈ (F \ VΓ(MF )) such that for any vertex x′ ∈ V (C), {x, x′} /∈ E(Γ), then tΠ(e) = 2.
2. Else, let J lsF = {k} ∪ {j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF } : ∀x′ ∈ (V (C) \ e), {x(F )j , x′} /∈ E(Γ)}:
(a) If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) < |Y (F )k |, then tΠ(e) ≤ min1≤j≤mF (|Y (F )j |) + 2.
(b) If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) = |Y (F )k |, then tΠ(e) ≤ min1≤j≤mF (|Y (F )j |) + 1.
Proof.
1. If there exist x ∈ F \ VΓ(MF ) 6= ∅ such that for any vertex x′ ∈ V (C), {x, x′} /∈ E(Γ), then
{xF0 , x}, {x, xFk } ∈ E(G
(Π)
) and {xF0 , x}, {x, xFk } is a replacement of e in G
(Π)
and tΠ(e) = 2.
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2. We can suppose that MF has one of the following representations: either
MF =
(
x
(F )
0 y
(F )
11 . . . y
(F )
1n1
y
(F )
21 . . . y
(F )
2n2
. . . y
(F )
mF 1
. . . y
(F )
mFnmF
y
(F )
11 y
(F )
12 . . . x
(F )
1 y
(F )
22 . . . x
(F )
2 . . . y
(F )
mF 2
. . . x
(F )
mF
)
, or
MF =
(
x
(F )
0 y
(F )
21 . . . y
(F )
2n2
. . . y
(F )
mF 1
. . . y
(F )
mFnmF
x
(F )
1 y
(F )
22 . . . x
(F )
2 . . . y
(F )
mF 2
. . . x
(F )
mF
)
,
The following argument is valid for both representations of the matrices MF . From now to the end
of the proof we write z instead of z(F ).
As x0, yj1, with j ∈ {2, . . . ,mF } are located only in the first line of MF and y1,1 appears only in
the same line and the same column that x0 in MF , we have that for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }, {x0, yj1}
is always an edge of G
(Π)
. As Π ∈ P (see definition 2.6) for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF } and i ∈ {1, . . . , nj},
yjiyji+1 neither yjnjxj are not diagonals of Π(MF ) from the top to the bottom from left to right, so
{yji, yji+1}, {yjnj , xj} ∈ E(G
(Π)
). Finally, since xj for all j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF } is only in the second line
of MF , we have that for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,mF }, {xk, xj} ∈ G(Π) and {x0, x1} ∈ G(Π),
if Y
(F )
1 = ∅; but if j ∈ ({1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,mF } \ J lsF ), xj is not a vertex of a local substitution
of e. Then for all j ∈ J lsF we can build a local substitution Pj from xe to x′e:
• E(Pj) = {{x0, yi1}, {yi1, yi2}, . . . , {yini , xj}, {xj , xk}} for all j 6= k, and
• E(Pk) = {{x0, yk1}, {yk1, yk2}, . . . , {yknk , xk}}, if j = k.
Thus:
(a) If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) < |Y (F )k |, then there exist j ∈ J lsF , such that Pj is a local substitution of e
and |Pj | ≤ |Pj′ |, for all j′ ∈ J lsF so tΠ(e) ≤ |Pj | = minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) + 2.
(b) If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) = |Y (F )k |, then |Pk| ≤ |Pj | with j ∈ J lsF and
tΠ(e) ≤ |Pk| = |Y (F )k |+ 1 = minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) + 1.
We recall that G is a graph, Γ = Γ(G) is the clique complex generated by G and Γ a binomial extension
of Γ. For each facet F de Γ such that F 6= F , there is a matrix
MF =
(
x
(F )
0 y
(F )
11 . . . y
(F )
1n1
y
(F )
21 . . . y
(F )
2n2
. . . y
(F )
mF 1
. . . y
(F )
imF nmF
y
(F )
11 y
(F )
12 . . . x
(F )
1 y
(F )
22 . . . x
(F )
2 . . . y
(F )
mF 2
. . . x
(F )
mF
)
.
Actually we can write MF like:
MF = (B
(F )m
0 |B(F )1 | · · · |B(F )mF ),
where
B
(F )
0 =
(
x
(F )
i0
y
(F )
i11
)
and B
(F )
j =
(
y
(F )
ij1
. . . y
(F )
ijnj1
y
(F )
ij2
. . . x
(F )
ij
)
,
for all j = 1, . . . ,mF .
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4.14 Definition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ and F a facet of Γ different to
F . Let s = max{n1, . . . , nmF }, we denote by Π∗F (MF ) the column permutation of the matrix MF such
that:
Π∗F (MF ) = (B
F
0 |B′(F )1 | · · · |B′(F )s ),
where j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }, B′(F )j is the matrix which columns are all the j-th columns of the blocks
B
(F )
1 , · · · , B(F )mF ordered by the standard order. Let F = {F facet of Γ : F 6= F} = {F1, . . . , Fk}.
We set Π∗ = (Π∗F1 , . . . ,Π
∗
Fk
).
The next propositions is clear from the definition 4.14.
4.15 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ and F a facet of Γ such that
F 6= F . Then Π∗F is an admissible permutation (see definition 2.6) and consequently Π∗ ∈ PΓ.
4.16 Proposition. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ a binomial extension of Γ. Let e be a virtual edge
of G in G
(Π∗)
, such that e = {x(F )0 , x(F )k } for some facet F whose Y Fk 6= ∅. Then:
1. If there exist x ∈ (F \ VΓ(MF )) such that for any vertex x′ ∈ V (C), {x, x′} /∈ E(Γ), then tΠ(e) = 2.
2. Else, let J lsF = {k} ∪ {j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF } : ∀x′ ∈ (V (C) \ e), {x(F )j , x′} /∈ E(Γ)}:
(a) If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) < |Y (F )k |, then tΠ∗(e) = min1≤j≤mF (|Y (F )j |) + 2.
(b) If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) = |Y (F )k |, then tΠ∗(e) = min1≤j≤mF (|Y (F )j |) + 1.
Proof. From the proposition 4.13 we have that the first statement is true. We should only prove the
second statement
2. (a) By the definition of Π∗F (MF ) (see 2.10) we can describe all edges in Γ
(Π∗)
inside F , i.e.
• {x0, yj1} with j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }; {x0, x1} if Y (F )1 = ∅.
• For any j, t ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }, i ∈ {1, . . . , nj}, s ∈ {1, . . . , nt} and i ≥ s, {yji, yts} ∈ Γ(Π
∗)
if
and only if
i. Either i = s and j 6= t;
ii. or i = s+ 1 and t ≥ j;
• For any j, t ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }, i ∈ {1, . . . , nj} and ϕ(t) the number in N such that xt appears
in the block ϕ(t) of Π∗(MF ); {yji, xt} ∈ Γ(Π
∗)
if and only if i ≥ ηe and
i. either ϕ(t) < i;
ii. or ϕ(t) = i and j ≥ t.
• {xj , xj′} ∈ E(Γ(Π∗)) for all 1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ mF
(b) We set ηe = minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |). Let j′ ∈ J lsF such that |Y (F )j′ | = ηe, if |Y (F )k | = ηe, we set j′ = k.
We define Pe as
i. if j′ 6= k, E(Pe) = {{x0, yj′1}, {yj′1, yj′2}, . . . , {yj′ηe , xj′}, {xj′ , x(F )k }}; note that
|Pe| = ηe + 2.
ii. If j′ = k, E(Pe) = {{xe, yk1}, {yk1, yk2}, . . . , {ykηe−1, ykηe}, {ykne , x(F )k }}; note that
|Pe| = ηe + 1.
By (a) Pe is a path in Γ
(Π∗)
and does not have chords in F because Π∗ is an admissible order.
Moreover, since j′ ∈ J lsF , there is not any edge from V (Pe) \ e to a point x ∈ V (C) \ e. Thus Pe
is a local substitution of e.
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(c) We are going to prove that Pe is a local substitution of e of minimal lenght.
Let R be any local substitution of e. It is clear that R must start with an edge {x0, yj1,1} for
1 ≤ j ≤ mF or {x0, x1} if 1 ∈ J lsF . In the case where R start with {x0, x1}, ηe = 0 and by (a)
the stament is true. So we assume that R starts with {x0, yj1,1} for some 1 ≤ j ≤ mF . By (a)
the last edge of R is:
• either {yji, xk} with i ≥ ηe and either ϕ(k) < i, or ϕ(k) = i and j ≥ k.
• Or {xt, xk} with t ∈ J lsF . In this case there is an edge {yji, xt} with i ≥ ηe and either
ϕ(t) < i or ϕ(t) = i and j ≥ t. In any case there is yji ∈ V (R), with i ≥ ηe. Moreover,
any other edge of R has the form {yji, yts} with either i = s and j 6= t; or i = s + 1 and
t ≥ j. This prove that in order to go to yji with i ≥ ηe from yj1,1 we have to go forward
or backward block by block, but we can never go forward more than one block by one step.
Thus:
i. If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) < |Y (F )k |, then |R| ≥ i+ 2 ≥ ηe + 2 = |Pe|.
ii. If minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |) = |Y (F )k |, then |R| ≥ i+ 1 ≥ ηe + 1 = |Pe|.
So tΠ∗(e) = Pe.
4.17 Theorem. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ a binomial extension of Γ such that F = {F facet of Γ :
F 6= F} is endowed by an admissible order. Then
1. p2(BΓ) ≥ minC∈C(minC′∈ClsΠ∗ (C)|C
′|)− 3.
2. For any virtual edge e ∈ (C) and F the unique facet containing it, let J lsF = {j ∈ {1, . . . ,mF } : ∀x′ ∈
(V (C) \ e), {x(F )j , x′} /∈ E(Γ)} ∪ {k}, ηe = minj∈J lsF (|Y
(F )
j |),
R(Π
∗)(C) = {e ∈ E(C)|e /∈ E(G(Π
∗)
)};
R
(Π∗)
1 (C) = {e ∈ R(Π
∗)(C)|∃x ∈ F \ VΓ(MF ), ∀x′ ∈ V (C), {x, x} /∈ E(Γ)};
R
(Π∗)
2 (C) = {e ∈ R(Π
∗)(C) \R(Π∗)1 (C)|∃k ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }, e ∩B(F )k 6= ∅, and |Y (F )k | > ηe};
R
(Π∗)
3 (C) = {e ∈ R(Π
∗)(C) \ R(Π∗)1 (C)|∃k ∈ {1, . . . ,mF }, e ∩ B(F )k 6= ∅, and |Y (F )k | = ηe}. Then,
for any C ∈ C and any C(Π∗) ∈ C(Πx)(C),
C(Π
∗) = |C|+ |R(Π∗)1 (C)|+ |R(Π
∗)
2 (C)|+
∑
e∈R(Π∗)2 (C)∪R(Π
∗)
3 (C)
ηe.
Proof.
1. Thanks to proposition 4.10
p2(BΓ) ≥ maxΠ∈PΓ(minC′∈ClsΠ |C
′|)− 3,
Let Π ∈ P. By definition of ClsΠ (c.f., 4.5) and proposition 4.16
minC′∈Cls
Π∗
|C ′| = minC∈C(minC′∈ClsΠ(C)|C
′|).
And
minC′∈ClsΠ(C)|C ′| = minC∈C(
∑
e∈E(C) tΠ(e))
≤ minC∈C(
∑
e∈E(C) tΠ∗(e))
= minC′∈Cls
Π∗ (C)
|C ′|.
So maxΠ∈PΓ(minC′∈ClsΠ |C ′|) = minC′∈ClsΠ∗ (C)|C
′| and we conclude that
p2(BΓ) ≥ minC∈C(minC′∈ClsΠ∗ (C)|C
′|)− 3.
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2. Let C ∈ C and C(Π∗) ∈ C(Πx)(C), using the proposition 4.16 we have that∑
e∈C t(Π∗)(e) =
∑
e∈E(C)−R(Π∗)(C) tΠ∗(e) +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)1 (C)
t(e) +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)2 (C)
tΠ∗(e) +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)3 (C)
tΠ∗(e)
=
∑
e∈E(C)−R(Π∗)(C) 1 +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)1 (C)
2 +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)2 (C)
(ηe + 2) +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)3 (C)
(ηe + 1)
=
∑
e∈E(C) 1 +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)1 (C)
1 +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)2 (C)
1 +
∑
e∈R(Π∗)2 (C)∪R
(Π∗)
3 (C)
(ηe)
= |C|+ |R1(C)|+ |R2(C)|+∑
e∈R(Π∗)2 (C)∪R
(Π∗)
3 (C)
(ηe).
5 Upper bounds of p2(BΓ)
5.1 Proposition. Let Cn be the cycle of n-vertices x1, . . . , xn and Γ the clique complex generated by Cn.
For each edge {xk, xk+1} where k = 1, . . . , n (xn+1 = x1) we associate a set Yk of cardinality si ∈ N and
we set s =
∑m
j=1 si. Then βi,j(BΓ) = βi,j(IΓ′) = (d+s) id+s−i−1
(
d+s−2
i+1
)
and p2(BΓ) = p2(IΓ′) = n+s−3.
In particular k[x]/BΓ is Gorenstein.
Proof. By remark 3.2, F = {F facet of Cn : F 6= F} is endowed by an admissible ordered. So, by
theorem 2.12 in(BΓ) = IΓ′ . By definition 2.10 we have that Γ
′
is a n+ s cycle. By Hochster’s formula we
know that the free minimal of resolution k[x]/IΓ′ has the following shape:
0→ k[x](−n− s)→ k[x]βn+s−3(−n− s+ 2)→ · · · → k[x]β1(−2)→ k[x]→ k[x]/IΓ′ → 0,
where for i = 1, . . . , n+ s− 3,
βi = βi,i+1(k[x]/IΓ′ ) = βi−1,i+1(IΓ′ ) and 1 = βn+s−2,n+s(k[x]/IΓ′ ) = βn+s−3,n+s(IΓ′ ).
Then p = p2(IΓ
′ ) = n+ s− 3 and dimproj(k[x]/I) = n+ s− 2, thus k[x]/I is Cohen-Macaulay. By the
proposition 1.4 and by the theorem 1.1 we deduce that
βi,j(S/BΓ) =

0 si j 6= i+ 1 and i 6= n+ s− 2,
0 si i = n+ s− 2 andj 6= n+ s,
βi,j(k[x]/IΓ′ ) si j = i+ 1.
Thus projdim k[x]/BΓ¯ ≤ n + s − 2. Moreover, K(k[x]/BΓ¯; t) = K(k[x]/IΓ′ ; t). So the leading terms are
equal and:
1 = βn+s−2,n+s(k[x]/IΓ′ ) =
n+s−2∑
j=0
(−1)n+s−2−jβj,n+s = βn+s−2,n+s.
So the free minimal of resolution of k[x]/BΓ is:
0→ k[x](−n− s)→ k[x]βn+s−3(−n− s+ 2) . . . k[x]β1(−2)→ k[x]→ k[x]/BΓ → 0.
As k[x]/IΓ′ is Cohen-Macaulay and d-pure with d = (0, 2, 3, . . . ,−2, n+ s− 2, n+ s), by the Herzog-Ku¨hl
equations [12]
βi = β0(−1)i+1
∏
k 6=i,k 6=0
dk − d0
dk − di ,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ d+ s− 2 = −2. We set n := d+ s and we have that:
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βi−1(BΓ) = βi−1(IΓ) = βi = (−1)i+1(
∏i−1
k=1
k+1
k+1−(i+1) )(
∏n−3
k=i+1
k+1
k+1−(i+1) )(
n−2
n−2−(i+1) )
= (−1)i+1(−1)i−1(∏i−1k=1 k+1i−k )(∏n−3k=i+1 k+1k−i )( nn−(i+1) )
= (n−2)!/i+1(i−1)!(n−3−i)!
n
n−(i+1) = n
i
n−i−1
(n−2)!
(i+1)!
i (n−2−(i+1))!
= n in−i−1
(n−2)!
(i+1)!(n−2−(i+1))! = n
i
n−i−1
(
n−2
i+1
)
.
In particular, we deduce that p2(BΓ) = n+ s− 3 = p2(IΓ′) and k[x]/BΓ is Gorenstein.
Before proving our second principal result (cf. 5.9) we are going to introduce an special graduation for
k[x]. By proposition 1.11 (cf. [7]) if B is a binomial ideal not including monomials, so the algebra k[x]
can be graded by a semigroup Σ(B) in the following way: let B ⊂ k[x] a binomial ideal not including
monomials, so Σ(B) = Nn/ ∼=B where
∀α, β ∈ Nn, α ∼=B β, if there exist a binomial xα − axβ ∈ B with a ∈ k.
We set the morphism between semigroups degΣB : N
n → Σ(B) defined by degΣ(B)(α) = [α]∼=B . So
k[x] = ⊕σ∈Σ(B)Sσ, where Sσ = ⊕deg(α)=σk·xα, is a Σ(B)-graduation of k[x]. If B is an toric homogeneous
ideal of k[x], we have that k[x] is positively Σ(B)-graded.
5.2 Proposition. [2, Proposition 1.1] Let B be a toric ideal and I be a squarefree monomial ideal of
k[x] such that: for any binomial xα − xγ ∈ B, we have that xα ∈ I if and only if xγ ∈ I. Let J = B + I;
R = k[x]/J . Setting
Ωb = {F ⊂ {1, . . . , n} : ∃β, γ ∈ Nn, degΣ(B)(β) = b, xβ − xγxF ∈ B} and
Ψb = {F ∈ Ωb : ∃β, γ ∈ Nn, degΣ(B)(β) = b, xβ − xγxF ∈ B, xγ ∈ I}.
Then for all b ∈ Σ(B) βi,b(R) = dimkH˜i−1(Ωb,Ψb(B); k).
Now, we return to our problem. Let Γ be a clique complex with n vertices, Γ a binomial extension of Γ,
m = |V (Γ)|. Moreover we will denote by x = (x1, . . . , xn) the variable set identifying the vertex set of Γ,
y the variable set identifying the vertices in V (Γ) \ V (Γ) and z = (x,y). So IΓ is an ideal of k[x] and BΓ
is an ideal of k[z]. We recall: let F be a facet of Γ we set VΓ(MF ) the set of all the vertices of Γ staying
in MF , if MF is defined; otherwise VΓ(MF ) = ∅. Besides VΓ(MF ) are all the elements of F that appear
in MF .
5.3 Definition. Let z1, . . . , zk be variable sets and I1 ⊂ k[z1], . . . , Ik ⊂ k[zk] be toric ideals such that
for all pair i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i 6= j, |zi ∩ zj| ≤ 1. We define the graph of the sequence of toric ideals
I1, . . . , Ik, denoted by G(I1, . . . , Ik),as the graph whose vertice set is I1, . . . , Ik and {Ii, Ij} is an edge if
Ii and Ij has a common variable.
5.4 Theorem. ([4]) Let z1, . . . , zk be variable sets and I1 ⊂ k[z1], . . . , Ik ⊂ k[zk] be toric ideals such
that for any pair i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i 6= j, |zi ∩ zj| ≤ 1. If for any connex component G(I1, . . . , Ik) is a
tree, then J :=
∑k
i=1 Ii is a homogeneous toric ideal and setting r as the number of connexes components
of G(I1, . . . , Ik) we have that:
dim (k[x]/J) =
k∑
i=1
dim (k[zi]/Ii) + r − k + 1,
where x = ∪ki=1zi
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5.5 Lemma. Let Γ be a clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ such that JΓ is a toric ideal. Let
F ∈ F = {F facet of Γ : F 6= F}. For all 2 × 2 minor of MF , zα − zβ, and all γ ∈ Nm we have that
zγ+α ∈ IΓ if and only if zγ+β ∈ IΓ. In particular if zγ+α ∈ IΓ, then zγ(zα − zβ) ∈ IΓ.
Proof. To show that zγ+α ∈ IΓ if and only if zγ+β ∈ IΓ, it is enough to show that if zγ+α ∈ IΓ then
zγ+β ∈ IΓ, since zβ − zα = −(zα − zβ) is also a 2 minor of MF .
As zα− zβ is a 2× 2 minor of MF , γ has to be different to 0, otherwise zα ∈ IΓ, but by definition of MF ,
is not possible. Furthermore, as zγ+α ∈ IΓ, there exist z1, z2 ∈ V (Γ) such that z1z2 ∈ IΓ and z1z2|zγ+α.
We have three cases:
1. Let z1|zα and z2|zα. Thus zα ∈ IΓ, but we have already said that by definition of MF , it is not
possible.
2. Let z1|zα or z2|zα but no both in the same time. Then, we can suppose z1|zα and z2 - zα; so z2|zγ .
As z1|zα, we have that z1 ∈ F . Moreover z1z2 ∈ IΓ, thus z2 /∈ F and for all F ′ facet of Γ such that
z2 ∈ F ′ z1 /∈ F ′. As zα − zβ is a minor 2 × 2 of MF , there exist z′1, z′2 ∈ VΓ(MF ) ⊂ F such that
zβ = z′1z
′
2 and we have two cases:
(a) z′1 = z
′
2. Then z
′
1 ∈ Y (F ) and z′1 is only in F .
(b) z′1 6= z′2. Then z′1 /∈ F
′
or z′2 /∈ F
′
for all F ′ facet de Γ such that z2 ∈ F ′. Otherwise, if there exist
a facet F ′ of Γ such that z2 ∈ F ′ and z′1, z′2 ∈ F
′
, then {z′1, z′2} ∈ F ∩ F ′, so {z′1, z′2} ∈ F ∩ F ′
and {z′1, z′2} is not a proper edge of Γ. As zα − z′1z′2 is a 2 × 2 minor of MF , we have that
xF0 ∈ {z′1, z′2}, thus, by definition of BΓ, {z′1, z′2} is an edge proper of Γ. Consequently z′1 /∈ F ′
or z′2 /∈ F ′ for all F ′ facet of Γ such that z2 ∈ F
′
.
In this way, for the two cases ther exist z′ ∈ F such that z′|zβ and z′ /∈ F ′ for all F ′ facet of Γ such
that z2 ∈ F ′. Consequently z′z2 ∈ IΓ. Moreover z′z2|zγ+β , so zγ+β ∈ IΓ.
3. Let z1 - zα and z2 - zα. Then z1z2|zγ . So z1z2|zγ+β an in this way zγ+β ∈ IΓ.
5.6 Proposition. Let be G a graph, Γ = Γ(G) its clique complex, Γ a binomial extension of Γ such that
JΓ is a toric ideal. If zα − zβ ∈ JΓ such that zα ∈ IΓ, then zβ ∈ IΓ.
Proof. As zα−zβ ∈ JΓ, there exist a1, . . . , an ∈ k, γ1, . . . , γn ∈ Nm, F1, . . . , Fn facets of Γ and b1, . . . , bn
2 minors of MF1 , . . . ,MFn respectively, such that z
α − zβ = ∑ni=1 aizγibi. Let
K := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n : one of the monomials of zγibi ∈ IΓ}.
K 6= ∅, since there must exist i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that zα is a monomial of zγibi. By the lemma 5.5, if
one of the monomials of zγibi ∈ IΓ, then the two monomials of zγibi belong to IΓ. So
zα − zβ =
∑
i∈K
aiz
γibi +
∑
i/∈K
aiz
γibi.
s If zβ appears in a term of ∑i∈K aizγibi, then zβ ∈ IΓ.
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s If zβ does not appear as a term of ∑i∈K aizγibi, then zβ must to appear as a term of ∑i/∈K aizγibi.
Since all monomial of the first addition does not appear as a term of the second addition, we have:
zα −
∑
i∈K
aiz
γibi = z
β −
∑
i/∈K
aiz
γibi = 0.
Thus zα ∈ JΓ, but it is a contradiction to the fact that JΓ is a toric ideal. So this case is not
possible.
5.7 Lemma. Let G be a graph, Γ = Γ(G) be its clique complex, Γ be a binomial extension of Γ with
m = |V (Γ)|, such that JΓ is a toric ideal. Let C be a virtual minimal cycle of G satisfying that for any
edge e virtual, e = {x(Fe)0 , x(Fe)1 }, where Fe is the only facet of Γ containing e. Let C˜ be the cycle obtained
from C replacing any virtual edge e by the edges {x(Fe)0 , y(Fe)11 }, {y(Fe)11 , y(Fe)12 }, . . . , {y(Fe)1n1 , x
(Fe)
1 }. Then:
β|C˜|−3,degΣJ
Γ
(zV (C˜))(BΓ) ≥ 1.
Proof. We set b = degJΓz
V (C˜). by the proposition 5.6, if zγ − zβ ∈ JΓ and zγ ∈ IΓ, then zβ ∈ IΓ. In
this way we may use the Bruns-Herzog formula (cf. 5.2) to calculate β|V (C˜)|−3,b:
β|C˜|−3,b(BΓ) = β|C˜|−2,b(k[z]/BΓ) = dimk H˜|V (C˜)|−3(Ωb,Ψb;k),
where
Ωb = {F ⊂ V (Γ) : ∃β, γ ∈ Nm, degΣ(JΓ)(β) = b, z
β − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ} and
Ψb = {F ∈ Ωb : ∃β, γ ∈ Nm, degΣ(JΓ)(β) = b, z
β − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ, zγ ∈ IΓ}.s Firstly we show that: Ωb = {F ⊂ V (Γ) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zα − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ}.
degΣ(JΓ)(β) = b if and only if (z
α − zβ) ∈ JΓ. Then zβ − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ if and only if
(zα − zγzsupp(F )) ∈ JΓ. Consequently Ωb = {F ⊂ V (Γ) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zα − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ}.
s We are going to show that for any facet F of Γ such that MF 6= 0 we have that any 2× 2 minor of
MF b(z) = zi,1zi,2 − zi,3zi,4 satisfies that: zi,1, zi,2 ∈ V (C˜) if and only if zi,3, zi,4 ∈ V (C˜).
Firstly we recall the definition of MF :
MF =
(
x
(F )
0 y
F
11 . . . y
F
1n1 y
F
21 . . . y
F
2n2 . . . y
F
mF 1 . . . y
F
mFnmF
yF11 y
F
12 . . . x
F
1 y
F
22 . . . x
F
2 . . . y
F
mF 2 . . . x
F
mF
)
;
and
IF = {[MF ]1,u[MF ]2,v − [MF ]1,v[MF ]2,u : 1 ≤ u < v ≤ (
mF∑
j=1
nj) + 1}.
As the restiction of C˜ in F is {x(F )0 , y(F )11 }, {y(F )11 , y(F )12 }, . . . , {y(F )1n1 , x
(F )
1 }, any minor b(z) of MF has
all its variables in V (C˜) if and only if b(z) is a minor of the first block of MF ; so the second monomial
b(z) have also all its variables in V (C˜). So we conclude the assertion.
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s We are going to show that Ωb =< V (C˜) > (the simplicial complex whose all faces are all the subsets
of V (C˜)).
Let zα − zβ ∈ JΓ. We suppose that some variable of zβ is not in V (C˜). As zα − zβ ∈ JΓ,
there exist a1, . . . , an ∈ k, γ1, . . . , γn ∈ Nm, Fs1 , . . . , Fsn facets of Γ and b1 = zα1 − zβ1 , . . . ,
bn = z
αn − zβn 2 × 2 minors of the matrices MFs1 , . . . ,MFsn respectively, such that
zα − zβ = ∑ni=1 aizγibi. Let
K := {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : a monomial of zγibi has all its variables in V (C˜)}.
K 6= ∅, since there must exist i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that zα is a term of any zγibi. Moreover, we note
that if a monomial of zγibi has all its variables in V (C˜), then all the variables of z
γi are in V (C˜)
and by the last statement, any variable of the two monomials of bi are in V (C˜). Thus, we can write
zα − zβ = ∑i∈K aizγibi +∑i/∈K aizγibi. And by this remark, if i /∈ K, any monomial of zγibi does
not have all its variables in V (C˜), so:
zα +
∑
i∈K
aiz
γibi = z
β +
∑
i/∈K
aiz
γibi = 0.
Thus zα ∈ JΓ, that is a contradiction to the fact that JΓ is a toric ideal. Then all the variables of
zβ are in V (C˜). And in this we way we can conclude:
Ωb = {F ⊂ V (Γ) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zα − zγzF ∈ JΓ}
= {F ⊂ V (C˜) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zα − zγ+supp(F ) ∈ JΓ}
=< V (C˜) > .
s Let us show that Ψb = (ΓV (C˜))A.
By the same way that we showed that Ωb = {F ⊂ V (Γ) : ∃γ ∈ Ns, zα − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ}, we can
prove that
Ψb = {F ∈ Ωb : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zα − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ and zγ ∈ IΓ}.
As Ωb =< V (C˜) >, we have that
Ψb = {F ∈ V (C˜) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zsupp(F )+supp(V (C˜)\F ) − zγzsupp(F ) ∈ JΓ and zγ ∈ IΓ}
= {F ∈ V (C˜) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, zsupp(F )(zsupp(V (C˜)\F ) − zγ) ∈ JΓ and zγ ∈ IΓ}.
But JΓ is a toric ideal, so
JΓ = (JΓ : (z1 · · · zm)∞) = {p(z) ∈ k[z1 · · · zm] : ∃α ∈ Nm, zαp(z) ∈ JΓ},
then
Ψb = {F ∈ V (C˜) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, (zsupp(V (C˜)\F ) − zγ) ∈ JΓ and zγ ∈ IΓ}.
Besides, by the proposition 5.6 we deduce:
Ψb = {F ∈ V (C˜) : ∃γ ∈ Nm, (zsupp(V (C˜)\F ) − zγ) ∈ JΓ and zγ , zsupp(V (C˜)\F ) ∈ IΓ}
= {F ∈ V (C˜) : zsupp(V (C˜)\F ) ∈ IΓ}
= {F ∈ V (C˜) : (V (C˜) \ F ) /∈ Γ}
= {F ∈ V (C˜) : (V (C˜) \ F ) /∈ ΓV (C˜)}
= (ΓV (C˜))
A.
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Using the Alexander duality and the long exact sequence of relative homology we have that
β|C˜|−3,b(BΓ) = dimkH˜|C˜|−3(Ωb,Ψb;k)
= dimk H˜|C˜|−(|C˜|−3)−2((Ψb)
A, (Ωb)
A;k)
= dimk H˜1((Ψb)A;k)
= dimk H˜1(ΓV (C˜);k).s We are going to prove that dimk H˜1(ΓV (C˜);k) ≥ 1.
We note that the facets of ΓV (C˜) are the subset F˜e for all e ∈ E(C) defined by:
F˜e =
{
e if e ∈ E(C˜),
e ∪ Y (Fe)1 if e /∈ E(C˜).
So ΓV (C˜) =< F˜e : e ∈ C > and is homotopically equivalent to ΓV (C), as we can see in the figure 4,
where we set E(C) = {{x1, x2}, {x2, x3}, . . . , {xn, x1}} and
if {xi, xi+1} ∈ E(C˜), F˜xi,xi+1 = {xi, xi+1, yi11, . . . , yi1n1}, where xn+1 = x1.
x1 x2
x|C| x3
y111 y
1
12 y
1
1n11
y211
y212
y2
1n21
x4x5
y311
y3
1n31
y312
x1
x|C|
x5 x4
x2
x3
(Γ
V (C˜)
)1 (ΓC)1
Figure 4:
We know that H˜1(ΓV (C);k) is the homology of the complex
⊕σ∈(ΓV (C))(2)k · fσ
∂2−→ ⊕σ∈E(ΓV (C))k · fσ
∂1−→ ⊕σ∈V (C)k · fσ,
where ΓV (C))(2) = {σ ∈ ΓV (C) : |σ| = 3} and ∂i(eσ) =
∑
i∈σ sign(i, σ)eσ\{i}, for any i ∈ {1, 2} and
sign(i, σ) = (−1)r−1, if i is the r-th element of the set σ ⊂ {x1 < · · · < xn}, writen by increassing
order.
We have that ∂1(
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{xi,xi+1}) = 0, so
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{x1,xn} ∈ ker(∂1).
Now we need to prove that there is not an element x ∈ ⊕σ∈(ΓV (C))2k · fσ such that
∂2(x) =
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{x1,xn}. Otherwise, assume that there exist x =
∑
σ∈(ΓV (C))(2) aσfσ
such that ∂2(x) =
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{x1,xn}.
We know that H˜1(ΓV (C);k) is the homology of the complex
⊕σ∈(ΓV (C))(2)k · fσ
∂2−→ ⊕σ∈E(ΓV (C))k · fσ
∂1−→ ⊕σ∈V (C)k · fσ,
where (ΓV (C))(2) = {σ ∈ ΓV (C) : |σ| = 3} and ∂i(eσ) =
∑
i∈σ sign(i, σ)eσ\{i}, for any i ∈ {1, 2} and
sign(i, σ) = (−1)r−1, if i is the r-th element of the set σ ⊂ {x1 < · · · < xn}, written by increasing
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order.
We have that ∂1(
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{xi,xi+1}) = 0, so
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{x1,xn} ∈ ker(∂1).
Now we need to prove that there is not an element x ∈ ⊕σ∈(ΓV (C))2k · fσ such that
∂2(x) =
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1}−f{x1,xn}. On the contrary, assume that there exist x =
∑
σ∈(ΓV (C))(2) aσfσ
such that ∂2(x) =
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{x1,xn}.
Let remark that since C is a virtual minimal cycle, any chord of C is not a chord in C˜; then any
chord {A,B} of C, is a proper edge of C, and if F is the unique facet containing {A,B}, then either
A = [MF ]11 or B = [MF ]11.
Let e ∈ E(C), since e appears in ∂2(x) there exist σ = {xi1 , xi2 , xi3} ∈ (ΓV (C))(2) such that aσ 6= 0
and {xi1 , xi2} = e. Neither {xi2 , xi3} ∈ E(C) or {xi1 , xi3} ∈ E(C), by item 2. of definition 4.1. Thus
{xi2 , xi3} and {xi1 , xi3} are chords of C; since {xi2 , xi3} is in the image ∂2(σ) but doesn’t appears
in ∂2(x), then there exist σ
′ = {xi2 , xi3 , xi4} ∈ (ΓV (C))(2) with a′σ 6= 0. By item 1. of definition 4.1,
{xi2 , xi3} is a chord of C, so it is a proper edge, and there exist a unique facet F of Γ such that
σ, σ′ ⊂ F and |F | ≥ 4. As {xi2 , xi3} and {xi1 , xi3} are chords of C, we should have [MF ]11 = xi3 .
By item 1. of definition 4.1, {xi4 , xi1} is a chord of C and thus either xi4 = [MF ]11 or xi1 = [MF ]11,
but [MF ]11 = xi3 . This is a contradiction. Thus, there is not an element x ∈ ⊕σ∈(ΓV (C))2k · fσ such
that ∂2(x) =
∑n−1
i=1 f{xi,xi+1} − f{x1,xn}. So, dimkH˜1(ΓV (C);k) ≥ 1.
Thus β|V (C˜)|−3,b(BΓ) = dimkH˜|V (C˜)|−3(Ωb,Ψb;k) = dimk H˜1(ΓV (C˜);k) ≥ 1.
5.8 Definition. We define C˜ = {C ∈ Cv : ∀e ∈ E(C) virtual e ∈ B1(MFe)}.
5.9 Theorem. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ a binomial extension of Γ such that JΓ is a toric ideal.
If C˜ 6= ∅, then p2(BΓ) + 3 ≤ minC∈C˜(|C˜|) = minC∈C˜(|C|+
∑
e∈R(C) Y
Fe
1 ).
Proof. Let C ∈ C˜. Consider C˜ the cycle defined in lemma 5.7, so by this lemma:
β|C˜|−3,|C˜|(BΓ) =
∑
h∈Σ(JΓ),|h|=|C˜| β|C˜|−3,h(BΓ)≥ β|C˜|−3,degΣJ
Γ
(zsupp(V (C˜)))(BΓ) = 1,
then p2(BΓ) ≤ |C˜| − 3 = |C|+
∑
e∈R(C) Y
(Fe)
1 − 3. So
p2(BΓ) + 3 ≤ minC∈C˜(|C˜|) = minC∈C˜(|C|+
∑
e∈R(C)
Y
(Fe)
1 ).
5.10 Theorem. Let Γ be a clique complex and Γ be a binomial extension of Γ such that F = {F facet of Γ :
F 6= F} is endowed with an admissible order and JΓ is a toric ideal. Suppose that C˜ = Cv, moreover for
any C ∈ C˜ and for any edge e ∈ E(C) with Fe is the only facet that contains e, e satisfies one of the next
properties:
1. either |Y (Fe)1 | = min1≤j≤mFe (Y
(Fe)
i ) ≥ 2 and VΓ(MFe) = Fe, ou` J lsFe = {j ∈ ({1, . . . ,mFe} \ {k}) :
∀x′ ∈ (V (C) \ e), {x(F )j } ∪ {1};
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2. or |Y (Fe)1 | = 1.
Then, p2(BΓ) = minC∈Cv (|C˜|)− 3, where C is the family of all virtual minimal cycles of G.
Proof. Let C ∈ Cv, thanks to definition of ClsΠ∗(C), C˜ ∈ ClsΠ(C). By proposition 4.16 |C˜| = minC′∈ClsΠ∗ (C)|C
′|.
Thus, from the theorems 5.9 and 4.17
p2(BΓ) ≤ minC∈Cv (|C˜|)− 3 = minC∈Cv (minC′∈ClsΠ∗ (C)|C
′|)− 3 ≥ p2(BΓ).
So p2(BΓ) = minC∈Cv (|C˜|)− 3.
5.11 Example. Let G be the graph of the figure 5 and Γ = Γ(G) the clique complex generated by G.
The subgraph C of G whose edge-set E(C) = {{a, c}, {c, d}, {d, e}, {e, a}} is the only minimal cycle of
G. We associate to the facets F1 = {a, b, c} and F2 = {c, d} the following matrices:
MF1 =
(
a z
z c
)
and MF2 =
(
e w x
w x d
)
.
Thus the graph G
′
of the figure 5 is the 1-skeleton of Γ
Π∗
= Γ
′
.
a a
bb
c c
d dee
z
G G
′
w x
Figure 5:
Besides, by a proposition of the preprint [4], JΓ is a toric ideal. Moreover, we see that the conditions of
the theorem 5.10 required to Γ and its extension Γ are satisfied, so:
p2(BΓ) = p2(IΓΠ∗ )
= (|C|+ |R(Π∗)1 (C)|+
∑
e∈R(Π∗)3 (C)
ηe)− 3
= (4 + 1 + 2)− 3 = 4.
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